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Breaker-Mounted External Operating Handle
Instruction
Manual

࢟ࡸ(Type):
T2HBX6


ᧄᯏߪ㧘ࡕ࠲ࠦࡦ࠻ࡠ࡞ࡦ࠲߿㈩
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ߔࠆⵝ⟎ߢߔޕ
This device allows the breaker installed in a motor
control center or switchboard to be operated manually
without the need for opening the panel of the motor
control center or switchboard.㩷






ᧄᦠߪ㧘ߏ↪ߦߥࠆᣇߩ߅ᚻరߢᄢಾߦ▤ਅߐ⸥ߦᦠᧄޕタߩߥขᛒ
㧘߮⺋ߞߚขᛒߦࠃࠅ↢ߓࠆ៊ኂߦ㑐ߒߡ㧘ᑷ␠ߪ⽿છࠍ⽶߹ߖࠎޕ
Please retain this manual for future reference. The Manufacturer assumes no responsibility for
damages resulting from non-application or incorrect application of the instructions provided herein.
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Contact Us:

ߩ ޥᄢ㒋Ꮢᐔ㊁ട⟤᧲ 7-2-10 Kamihigashi, Hiranoku, Osaka
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547-0002, Japan
ࡈࠔ࠶ࠢࠬ   
TEL:81-6-6791-9323/ FAX:81-6-6791-9274
ࡎࡓࡍࠫ㧦http://www.terasaki.co.jp
Web Site: http://www.terasaki.co.jp
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ᢚૺ֥ӕ˄ƚ૾Ӽ٭ᙲ᪸
The Mounting Direction Changing Procedure




































ᢘဇᢚૺ֥࢟ࡸApplicable Breaker Types

ϋܾཋɟᚁPackaged Items
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ࡂࡦ࠼࡞ᒻᑼ
Handle type
T2HBX6

ㆡ↪ㆤᢿེᒻᑼ
Applicable breaker types
S1250-NE, S1600-NE, S1250-GE, S1250-NN,S1600-NN





ෂ㒾

࣏ᙲƱƳǔφAssembly Tools

ൻ♆᧼
Panel plate

ដ㊄
Hook holder

ߐࠄߨߓ 㤥 M414- 4pcs.
Flat head screws black 

ࡂࡦ࠼࡞
Handle

ߥߴߨߓM6110- 4pcs.
Pan head screws

㒐Ⴒࡄ࠶ࠠࡦ㧔ࠝࡊ࡚ࠪࡦ㧕
Gasket for dust protection optional 
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ܤμɥƷƝදॖSafety Notices
ᣉᎿ㧘↪㧘ὐᬌߩ೨ߦ㧘ᔅߕᧄᦠߣߘߩઁߩઃዻᦠ㘃ࠍ߅⺒ߺ㗂߈㧘
ᯏེߩ⍮⼂㧘ోߩᖱႎ㧘߮ᵈᗧ㗄ߩోߡߦ⠌ᾫߒߡ߆ࠄ߅ขᛒਅߐޕ
ᧄᦠߢߪ㧘ోᵈᗧ㗄ߩࡦࠢࠍ ޟෂ㒾ޠ㧘 ޟᵈᗧߦޠಽߒߡ߹ߔޕ
ෂ㒾㧦ขᛒࠍ⺋ߞߚ႐วߦ㧘ෂ㒾ߥ⁁ᴫ߇ߎࠅ߃ߡ㧘ᱫ߹ߚߪ㊀்ࠍฃ
ߌࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ᗐቯߐࠇࠆ႐วޕ
ᵈᗧ㧦ขᛒࠍ⺋ߞߚ႐วߦ㧘ෂ㒾ߥ⁁ᴫ߇ߎࠅ߃ߡ㧘ਛ⒟ᐲߩ்ኂ߿シ்
ࠍฃߌࠆน⢻ᕈ߇ᗐቯߐࠇࠆ႐ว߮‛⊛៊ኂߩߺ߇ᗐቯߐࠇࠆ႐วޕ
ߥ߅㧘 ޟᵈᗧ⸥ߦޠタߒߚ㗄ߢ߽㧘⁁ᴫߦࠃߞߡߪ㊀ᄢߥ⚿ᨐߦ⚿߮ߟߊน
⢻ᕈ߇ࠅ߹ߔ߽ࠇߕޕ㊀ⷐߥౝኈߢߔߩߢ㧘ᔅߕߞߡਅߐޕ
Be sure to read these Instructions and other associated documents accompanying the product
thoroughly to be familiarize yourself with the product handling, safety information, and all other
precautions before mounting, using, servicing, or inspecting the product. In these Instructions,
safety notices are divided into " Warning" and " Caution" according to the hazard level:
Warning : A warning notice with this symbol indicates that neglecting the suggested procedure
or practice could be fatal or result in serious personal injury.
Caution : A caution notice with this symbol indicates that neglecting the suggested procedure or
practice could result in moderate or slight personal injury and/or property damage.

Note that failing to observe caution notices could result in serious injury/damage in some situations.
Because safety notices contain important information, be sure to read and observe them.








































Warning

↪عߩߏᵈᗧOperation Precautions
٨ల㔚┵ሶㇱߦ⸅ࠇߥߢਅߐޕᗵ㔚ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Never touch live terminals. Doing so may result in electric shock.


Caution

عᣉᎿߩߏᵈᗧInstallation Precautions
٨㔚᳇Ꮏߪ㧘⾗ᩰ⠪㧔㔚᳇Ꮏ჻㧕߇ⴕߞߡਅߐޕ
Electrical work should only be undertaken by suitably qualified persons.
٨ᣉᎿᬺߪ㧘ㆤᢿེߥߤࠍ٤㧔OFF㧕ߦߒ㧘ల㔚ߒߡߥߎߣࠍ⏕
ߒߡⴕߞߡਅߐ㨫ᗵ㔚ߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
Prior to commencing any work on the product, open an upstream circuit breaker or isolator
to ensure that no voltage is applied to the product. Otherwise, electrical shock may result.
٨㈩㔚⋚ߩࡄࡀ࡞ߩ࿕ቯߦߪ㧘ᧄᯏߩࡄࡀ࡞ࡠ࠶ࠢߣߪߦ࿕ቯ㊄ౕࠍߏ↪
ᗧਅߐᧄޕᯏߩߺߢߩࡄࡀ࡞ߩ࿕ቯߪ㧘⎕៊ߩේ࿃ߣߥࠅ߹ߔޕ
To remain the switchboard panel closed securely, use appropriate hardware in addition to
the panel lock of the handle. Using the panel lock only may result in damage to the
switchboard panel.
↪عߩߏᵈᗧOperation Precautions
٨ㆤᢿེ߇⥄േ⊛ߦ࠻࠶ࡊ㧔ㆤᢿ㧕ߒߚ႐วߪ㧘ේ࿃ࠍขࠅ㒰ߡ߆ࠄࡂ
ࡦ࠼࡞ࠍ㨨㧔ON㧕ߦߒߡਅߐޕᄢ㔚ᵹ㧔⍴⛊㔚ᵹ㧕ࠍㆤᢿߒߚ႐วߪ㧘
ㆤᢿེࠍὐᬌߒߡਅߐޕἫἴߩ߅ߘࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕ
When the breaker trips open automatically, remove the cause, then return the handle to
the |(ON) position. Should a fault be interrupted, the breaker must be inspected.
Otherwise, a fire may result.
٨ᠲࡁࡉߦㆊᄢߥ⩄㊀ࠍട߃ߥߢਅߐߩ்៊ޕේ࿃ߣߥࠅ߹ߔޕ
Do not apply excessive force to the operating knob. Otherwise, damage may occur.



















































ӕ˄ƚMounting
ᣉᎿߦᔅⷐߥฦㇱߩ⚦ኸᴺߪࠞ࠲ࡠࠣࠍෳᾖߒߡਅߐޕ
For detailed mounting dimensions, refer to the catalogue.
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ȑȍȫȭȃǯȬȪȸǺƴǑǔȑȍȫᙲ᪸
Panel Opening Procedure by Panel Lock Release













֦ ࠝࡦ ⟎߹ߚߪ࠻࠶ࡊ⟎ߢࡄࡀ࡞ࠍ㐿ߊᔅⷐ߇ࠆ႐วߩⷐ㗔ߢߔޕ
ㅢᏱߪ ߩⷐ㗔ߢࡄࡀ࡞ࠍ㐿ߡਅߐޕ
This applies when the panel requires to be opened while the breaker is in the ֦ (ON) or
TRIP position. See
for normal panel opening procedure.


ȏȳȉȫદ˺Handle Operation
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M6110 mm
2.9-3.8N㨯m
M414 mm
1.0-1.7N㨯m










࿑ߪ㔚Ḯଏ⛎ᒻߩ႐วࠍ␜ߒ߹ߔޕฝ Ꮐ 㔚Ḯଏ⛎ᒻߩ႐วߪ㧘ᅏⴕ߈ᣇ
ะࠍゲߣߒߡ㧘ൻ♆᧼ߣࡄࡀ࡞ࠍ㒰ߊㇱຠࠍᤨ⸘ᣇะ ᤨ⸘ᣇะ ߦ 90q࿁
ォߐߖߚ⁁ᘒߢขઃߌ߹ߔޕ
The figure shows the upper power supply type. For the right (left) power supply type, rotate all the
components, excluding the panel plate and the panel, 90 degrees clockwise (counter- clockwise).
ขઃߌᓟ㧘ᔅߕᱜᏱߦേߔࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߡ߆ࠄ㧘ߏ↪ਅߐޕ
After mounting, verify the function of the device.
ขᄖߒߪ㧘ㆤᢿེ╬ࠍ٤㧔OFF㧕ߦߒ㧘ਥ࿁〝߮ᓮ࿁〝߇ల㔚ߒߡߥߎߣ
ࠍ⏕ߒߡⴕߞߡਅߐޕᗵ㔚ߩᕟࠇ߇ࠅ߹ߔޕขᄖߒߪขઃߌߩㅒᚻ㗅ߢⴕ߹ߔޕ
Prior to removing, open an upstream circuit breaker or the like to isolate all sources of power/ voltage.
Doing so may result in electric shock. When removing, remove the items in reverse order of mounting.


䮘䮔䮲㐿⁁ᘒ䬶䬽䮖䮺䮐䮲ᠲ
Handle Operation with the Panel Open





































䮘䮔䮲㐿ⷐ㗔Panel Opening Procedure


ȏȳȉȫȭȃǯદ˺Handle Lock Operation
ධ੩㍤ߪߏ↪ᗧਅߐޕ
Padlock is not supplied.













































































































⸃㒰ߪࡠ࠶ࠢᠲߩㅒᚻ㗅ߢⴕ߹ߔޕ
When unlocking, unlock the handle in reverse order of lock.


